1. Froissart relied heavily on the chronicle by Jean le Bel for Book I of his chronicle. Only one copy of le Bel's history survives today. See below for more on both writers.
2. The poem, Émile Péhant's, Jeanne de Belleville (Paris: Auguste Aubry, 1868), focused on yet a third Jeanne, Jeanne of Belleville, who, among other activities, took to piracy off the coast of Brittany to avenge her husband's death during the Breton Civil War. Yet almost no serious scholarly interest has been paid to these women, nor to the many other women who took part in the Breton Civil War, 4 even though the conflict itself has attracted the attention of historians writing in both French and English and can be usefully employed to expose how couples successfully wielded and shared power. 5 In fact, the superiority of men over women is well documented, 9 as is the solidification by the thirteenth century of the diverse social groups into a hierarchical schema, in which the various titles of the nobility were ranked and ordered. 10 I contend, however, that the complementary rulership of a lordly couple allowed for the understanding of the husband' s superiority even while recognizing the important contributions of the wife. This pattern of partnership was certainly not the only possible configuration of seigneurial marriage, nor was it new in the fourteenth century; the documentation of the experiences of the two Breton Jeannes, however, enables more precision in the definition of complementary rulership. Specifically, did separate roles for counts and countesses necessarily entail separate spheres of action? In other words, were noblewomen excluded from certain spheres, like warfare and politics, when the male counterpart was present and available?
Most scholars who have acknowledged the political contributions and experiences of medieval noblewomen locate them within the domestic sphere, an area defined as encompassing spouses and children as well as wider kinship networks, retainers, and tenants. 11 While older histo- riography has viewed the domestic realm as restrictive, newer studies are not as sure. As Barbara Hanawalt argues, "Men as well as women built their careers and their access to power on exactly the same basis: spouse, kin, and connections." 12 This sentiment acknowledges that the domestic realm did not constrain women so much as act as the base of women's power, which, as Barbara Harris reminds us, could have wide political and economic effects as well as domestic. 13 For these scholars, noblewomen participated in politics from within a specific sphere, and though that sphere was populated by men as well, women did not venture into other "exclusively male" domains.
In a similar vein, some scholars have used the theory that tied women to the domestic realm to undergird hypotheses that women exercised political power only when husbands were unavailable-thus in a temporary, impermanent capacity. Such hypotheses would relegate noblewomen to very specific, "female" roles and explain politically or militarily active women either as acceptable on a temporary basis or as exceptional (if the activity persisted over time). 14 In these cases, complementary rulership becomes a tag-team strategy, with one person in charge at all times. This theory has begun to face criticism, however. For example, Michel Margue has rightly pointed out that the activities of noble wives when residing with active and present spouses deserve further study in order to balance the plethora of studies of women suddenly thrust into power only as widows or regents. 15 Studies on the activities of Adela of Blois, Jeanne of Valois, and previous Breton countesses when still wives with present husbands have only begun to scratch the surface here. 16 Similarly, as Amy Livingstone' s and Kimberly LoPrete' s work has demonstrated, women, even as young children, were included in political charters, indicating that girls were reared to rule. 17 Further, Barbara Harris questions whether times of disorder really did offer more power to women. She finds that the Wars of the Roses, a clearly disorderly period of English history in which many noblewomen were left to manage their homefronts, did not really provide new opportunities for women; legal restrictions on women, for instance, remained operational. 18 These correctives to the scholarship force a reconsideration of just how divided rulership could have been if so many noblewomen handily picked up the reins of power when husbands disappeared.
If rulership was shared to a greater extent than previously recognized by traditional scholarship, how should we approach the study of medieval noblewomen? The focus on a domestic sphere of activity is rooted in a theory of a separation between "public" and "private" realms, with women (in domestic spheres) relegated to the private. 19 While scholars have questioned the applicability of a public/private divide for the Middle Ages, the model has persisted, making it easy to assume that women 15 participated in politics from within a specific sphere. Recently Erin Jordan has proposed that scholars instead utilize a model predicated on the division between authority (the legitimate right to rule) and power (the ability to get things done). 20 Such a model, Jordan argues, recognizes that politics (frequently defined as public) often was conducted in the domestic (private) realm. For her, the key is to analyze to what extent a noblewoman held political authority and whether she wielded political power. A theory of complementary rulership would suggest that a noblewoman' s authority derived from her status as part of the lordship unit rather than her access to a husband or son.
Applying this theory of complementary rulership to lordship, I argue, explains aspects of noblewomen's political experiences, such as how the two Jeannes of the Breton Civil War stepped ostensibly seamlessly into the military and political affairs of the duchy when their respective husbands disappeared into captivity. It also explains why and how the two Jeannes corresponded with major political figures outside their domestic or kinship networks. These two Jeannes participated in military affairs both in conjunction with and in the absence of their husbands, indicating that military activities were part of the job description for noblewomen in fourteenth-century France. Additionally, by focusing on a civil war that involved the kings of France and England, we see noblewomen involved in both internal and external affairs of the duchy and thus active beyond the merely "domestic" realm.
Before we begin with the stories of these two women, however, we must rehearse a bit of background on the war itself. In April 1341, Duke John III of Brittany died without clearly naming a successor to the duchy. 21 Despite three marriages, John had no legitimate children of his own, and after the death of his younger brother Guy in 1331, he proposed to sell the duchy to Philip VI, a plan the Breton nobility vigorously 20. Jordan, "The 'Abduction' of Ida of Boulogne," 5-6. Helen Maurer also utilizes this distinction between "power" and "authority," but she links it to the public/ private divide by labeling authority as public and power as private. opposed. 22 Looking to his own family, he seemed to favor each of the two eventual claimants in turn ( fig. 1 ), his niece, Jeanne of Penthièvre, and his half brother, John of Montfort. His attention turned first to his niece, Jeanne of Penthièvre, Guy' s only child. In 1337, Duke John married this niece to Charles of Blois, a nephew of King Philip VI.
By contrast, for most of his rule, Duke John was explicit about his distaste for the rival claimant to the duchy, his half brother John of Montfort, the son of Duke Arthur II by a second marriage. Nonetheless, John of Montfort claimed that three years after Jeanne's marriage to Philip's nephew, Duke John had reconciled with him. 23 Moreover, 22 . The chronicler Guillaume de Nangis explained that John proposed to leave Brittany to Philip VI "in order to avoid the dangers which would befall the kingdom should the duchy fall into the hands of a woman, namely his niece who said she had claims to it . . . but certain Bretons opposing this, the negotiations remained incomplete . . . and finally it all came to nothing." As quoted in Michael C. E. as Montfort was to argue during his legal suit for the duchy, Brittany was a peerage of the French realm and thus subject to the same succession practices that governed the French kingship and explicitly excluded women from succession. 24 He was implicitly countering the Breton practice of female succession that had occurred in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries before Brittany attained peerage. 25 Because Duke John never explicitly named his successor, he left behind two rivals with equally solid claims on the duchy, so it was perhaps inevitable that royal authority (i.e., an external, non-domestic force) would get involved almost immediately.
King 27 Historians have long questioned both the biases and the accuracy of these two works, though both le Bel and Froissart unequivocally stated that reporting the truth as it came to them from reliable eyewitnesses was the whole purpose of their chronicles. According to a contemporary chronicler, le Bel's patron commissioned him to write a "true history," presumably to counter the verse history full of fabrications that le Bel disparaged in the opening lines to his chronicle. 28 Instead, le Bel wrote, "I want and intend to take pains . . . to write in prose what I have seen and heard and to record from those who have been there where I have not been, as very close to the truth as I am able." 29 For his part, Froissart began his prologue "I wish to keep busy with organizing and putting into prose [these wars] according to the true information that I have had from valiant men, knights and squires, who have helped them to increase, and also from any kings of arms and their marshals, who by law are and should be just inquisitors and reporters of such dangers." 30 He The search for truth was so very important to le Bel and Froissart because they wished to inspire their audiences to perform honorable deeds like those they worked so hard to ascertain. "A rhyming history," le Bel claimed, "with such fabrications would seem unpleasant and disagreeable to people of reason and consideration. For one could well attribute, by such unmeasured words, to any knight or squire noble deeds so outrageous that [the man' s] valor would be diminished, for their true deeds would be less believable, which would be a great shame for them." 32 A paragon of chivalry deserved his reputation only if his feats were believable; he became a model for others only if these deeds were attainable rather than fanciful. Froissart is even more direct, stating that his chronicle "will be of such matters and examples to encourage [others] to do good, for the memory of good deeds and the record of prowess stirs and enflames by reason the hearts of young bachelors." 33 Both men intended their chronicles as a record of contemporary feats of nobility and valor, amazing and marvelous but still true and something that their audience could aspire to emulate.
Nevertheless, le Bel's and Froissart's desire for accuracy regarding chivalric deeds must not be confused with the modern historian's concern for accuracy regarding precise timing and location of actions. To these two medieval chroniclers, when and where an action took place was less important than the deed itself and attributing honor to whom it was due. 34 And inevitably, they sometimes got events wrong, but the deeds were nonetheless credible or they would not have passed le Bel's and Froissart' s filters for accuracy. Rather than disregard the chronicles because of their occasional inaccuracies, I propose we take into consideration their frequent claims to purveying truth. Both writers believed their stories were accurate, even including incidents they would rather ignore (such as the rape of the Countess of Salisbury). 35 So, while the details of the events may not be provable to the satisfaction of modern historical methods and goals, the writers depicted events, attitudes, and power structures that were completely plausible to them and their readers. As Ruth Morse has explained when discussing the fifteenth-century Augustinian friar John Capgrave, the historian "embellished his sources according to his knowledge (from oral and written sources as well his own and common experience) and the picture he mff, sjursen http://ir.uiowa.edu/mff/vol51/iss1/ wished to draw." 36 Le Bel and Froissart chose which incidents to include in their histories and described these events in commonly recognized terms in order to persuade their readers of a "truth," namely the value and merit of chivalry. Thus, their presentations of the two Jeannes fit into commonly understood power structures, whether or not the specific details of who said what actually occurred. Their chronicles provide a model of how noblewomen could or should have acted. 37 To flesh out the picture painted by the chroniclers, this essay will also examine a few less loquacious contemporary chronicles (all from the pro-French perspective) and diplomatic documents, such as treaties, charters, and expense records. Sometimes these documents corroborate accounts in le Bel's and Froissart's works; other times, the documents offer evidence of even greater political and military involvement by the two Jeannes. Most significantly, the documents reveal attitudes toward noblewomen and power similar to those found in the chronicles: like the chroniclers' inclination to describe these women in positions of power, the willingness of kings and nobles to treat directly with these women and refer to them as lords demonstrates their faith in the women' s military and political authority.
Shared Rulership Through Marriage: Jeanne of Montfort
At first glance, Jeanne of Montfort appears to fit the model of the courageous noblewoman who steps into the fray only when her husband disappears from it. For example, while none of the couple' s own papers from before John' s capture survive today, the few documents from Edward III of England show this king dealing solely with John until after his capture, when Edward dealt also with Jeanne. According to le Bel and Froissart, however, Jeanne participated in the war even before her husband was captured. Furthermore, the ease with which she took over command of the Montfort party during his incarceration indicates that the Montfort vassals and allies were accustomed to thinking of her as possessing lordly authority, even in military affairs, because she already exercised lordly power.
In the first seven months of the Breton War, John of Montfort took the more visible role in the chronicle accounts of the couple' s joint rule, assuming control of the more noticeable aspects of political and military affairs. As soon as John heard the news of his half brother's death, le Bel and Froissart wrote, he rushed to Nantes to require homage from the citizens, for without the support of the Breton towns and nobles, he could not hope to make good on his claim. John then left for the city of Limoges, a contested area to the south of Brittany only recently added to the ducal lordship, to secure the treasury and receive homage from that city as well. 38 John hoped to use the treasury and to build on the support of these two major towns, both inside and outside of Brittany, to prove to outsiders that he was the legitimate authority in Brittany and to solidify his rule. The chroniclers relate, however, that the Montforts lost their gamble on attracting the important Breton nobility to their side, so John took to the Breton countryside, winning over each city and fortress by force of arms. He capped off this tour with a flying visit to England to recruit Edward III's aid. 39 Not to be outdone, Charles of Blois, the husband of the rival claimant to the duchy, complained to Philip VI, who ordered John, without naming Jeanne, to come to Paris to settle the dispute via legal means. After some hesitation, John did go to Paris, while Jeanne presumably remained behind. 40 This campaign across the countryside followed by the quick trip across the channel likely never happened, but both chroniclers believed these activities were plausible enough to include them in their chronicles. 41 More importantly for our purposes, they depicted only John, and never Jeanne, fighting and securing allies at this stage of the war, indicating that these political and military activities were more rightly performed by the male half of the lordly couple when both members were present and active.
Left with just this evidence, a picture emerges of a male lord as a sole ruler, at least in the spheres of politics and warfare, but the chroniclers also provided many examples that included Jeanne in these areas of lordship. Indeed, the chroniclers paint, instead, a picture of a close collaboration between the husband and wife in which the wife also participated in political and military affairs but in different ways from her husband. While the John of the chronicles made the external political alliances and participated in the physical fighting, Jeanne provided advice and strategy.
For the entirety of the seven-month period before John' s capture, both chroniclers also noted the active political and military involvement of Jeanne of Montfort, who, they often took care to note, had "the heart of a man and a lion." While she did not fight at this stage, the chroniclers did depict her as an authority figure and part of the lordship unit. For example, immediately after John first heard the news of his brother the duke's death and demanded homage from the city of Nantes, "he and Madame his wife, who had well the heart of a man and a lion, were together advised that they should hold a grand court and solemn feast at Nantes," to which all the barons should come "to pay homage and fealty to him [John] ." 42 While Jeanne was not identified as a recipient of the fealty and homage, le Bel's councilors (but not Froissart's) did include her when rendering advice about the steps needed to secure control of the duchy. Later on, "they were both advised to retain foot and mounted soldiers . . . so that they could achieve their intention." 43 Again, the 43. "Si eurent conseil entre eulx de retenir souldoiers à pié et à cheval tous ceulx advisors addressed the couple as a unit, specifically including Jeanne in making decisions about military matters. They did not, however, in either chronicle, include her when they advised John "to go conquer by force or by love the whole country and destroy all the rebels." 44 Thus, the chroniclers viewed the female lord (Jeanne) as an integral part of the lordship unit, fully capable of and often expected to take part in making political and military decisions, but they reserved the physical fighting for the male lord (John). The lack of commentary indicating surprise or suggesting that a woman' s involvement in decisions of war was a rarity implies that the chroniclers, and presumably their readership, accepted the noble wife's participation in warfare. Further, this straightforward treatment of Jeanne's participation in decisions of war implies that the chroniclers operated under the assumption that lordship was a complementary rulership.
In depicting her as one half of the noble couple unit, the chroniclers took care to set Jeanne apart from the rest of the comital entourage, also highlighting her contributions as a privileged confidant and advisor, in other words, as an authority figure herself. When John completed his mad dash to Limoges to secure the treasury, he returned to "madame his wife . . . who was full of joy at this news." 45 The chronicles give the impression that her approval completed the seizure of the ducal treasury, as the following sentence introduced the next scene, in which the couple' s grand feast took place. Similarly, when John returned from his supposed trip to England, he related to his wife the agreement he had made with Edward III. According to Froissart, Jeanne reacted with joy and advised him that he had acted with good counsel. 46 In the chronicler' s perspective, her opinion mattered enough that John discussed the details of the alliance with her, and her approval was recorded. In the next episode, after John fled Paris and what he correctly feared would be a negative response to his legal plea for the duchy, he returned to relate the sad news to Jeanne, who advised him on defensive actions. John needed to discuss the state of affairs with his wife and to discuss their strategy going forward. As the chroniclers report it, it was "then [that] he went, by the advice of his wife, who had well the heart of a man and a lion, through all the cities, castles and good towns that were to be rendered to him, and establish throughout good captains and so great a number of foot and mounted soldiers as he could there, and plenty of provisions." 47 By her advice, John shored up the defenses in preparation for the retaliation that would surely follow his escape from the Parisian court.
The chroniclers le Bel and Froissart evidently believed, and never questioned their audience would doubt, that Jeanne of Montfort did take part in the counsel, planning, and implementation of the war efforts within the duchy itself. Their presentation of the couple declares that Jeanne and her husband worked together as a unit, which offers an opportunity to reexamine the division of gender roles at the noble level and within the historiography on nobility. In these two chronicles, both mff, sjursen http://ir.uiowa.edu/mff/vol51/iss1/ members of the noble couple participated in war; sex was not a barrier, suggesting that perhaps warfare was not reserved exclusively for men (at least, not at the noble level). Nonetheless, the husband and wife did perform different duties within the sphere of warfare, with John leading the physical fighting and dealing with external authorities, while Jeanne advised on military maneuvers. It is worth noting, too, that all of this action took place in 1341, the year that Jeanne gave birth to her second child, which may have prevented her from traveling and thus participating in some of John' s activities. As we will see with the rival claimant, Jeanne de Penthièvre, a woman unencumbered by pregnancy might very well have attended sieges with her husband.
Once Jeanne of Montfort's husband was defeated, in November 1341 (negotiations for his surrender lasted into December), she seamlessly took over as leader of the Montfortist party. In some instances, Jeanne merely extended the political and military activities she had been engaged in before her husband's capture. Chroniclers for both sides depicted her performing the tasks she had previously advised her husband to accomplish. The Chronique normande explains that her first move upon hearing the news of her husband's capture was to secure her treasury, moving it to the castle of Brest under the guard of Tanguy of Chastel, just as le Bel and Froissart claimed her husband had taken it from Limoges on the death of his brother. 48 Le Bel and Froissart showed her shoring up defenses, rallying morale, and traveling about the duchy as if on a modern-day presidential campaign. For example, she continually sent reinforcements and provisions to the towns pledging loyalty to her cause. 49 A single document from March 1342 dealing with internal affairs from Jeanne herself survives to corroborate the chronicles' picture of Jeanne's active participation in the war efforts. In this letter, Jeanne promised to safeguard the people and goods of Saint-Malo by sea and by land. 50 In other words, Jeanne committed herself to military action in order to protect this town.
In addition to extending Jeanne's prior political and military activities, the chroniclers described her taking on tasks previously reserved for the male half of the noble couple, such as commanding offensive maneuvers and participating in physical fighting. While rather reticent about Jeanne overall, the Grandes chroniques hints at active involvement on Jeanne's part, stating that she and her companions "caused much trouble," but this is hardly conclusive. 51 The Chronique normande directly attributed command to Jeanne, stating that she "assembled many knights and soldiers, and they went by her [command] to attack the island of Guerande." 52 When they had conquered the island, they rendered the prisoners to Jeanne, who, as the commander, would decide what to do and whether and how to ransom them. She then directed her troops to besiege the town of Redon. Once John of Montfort was captured, these two pro-French chroniclers depicted Jeanne assuming the military activities once performed by her husband. Neither chronicler used Jeanne' s military command as an opportunity to disparage the Montfortist party for allowing a woman to do this, indicating they fully accepted a woman participating actively in warfare.
Froissart, of course, was more loquacious. In one redaction of Book 1, he had Jeanne sending her men to lift a siege on a nearby castle that was loyal to her: "So said the countess to the knights and companions that it would be a great honor to lift this siege and to fight the French there, and their [deeds] would be recorded with great nobility." 53 Froissart went on to explain that Walter Manny led the actual countersiege, but by starting the anecdote with the countess's speech, he indicated that Jeanne had a hand in the overall direction of this military endeavor. Later on, both Froissart and le Bel had Jeanne commanding forces in 1347 at La Roche-Derrien, where her opponent, Charles of Blois, was captured, though English royal accounts show Edward III paying for her upkeep in England since 1343. 54 Before discounting this engagement because of the dating, we should remember le Bel' s and Froissart' s loose regard for dates and consider that the Istore et croniques de Flandres also places her near a siege of Charles of Blois at La Roche-Derrien, though without a date. That chronicle states that Robert of Artois, fighting for the English, caught up with Jeanne, "who had assembled all of the Breton barons who were for her party and they had in the host a knight who was called Tanguy of Chastel." Robert and Tanguy then went on to La Roche-Derrien. 55 So, while this chronicler did not claim Jeanne was present at that engagement, he did indicate that she was still on Breton soil and actively directing Breton barons in an army when a siege of la Roche-Derrien occurred, which suggests that le Bel and Froissart provided a credible account of Jeanne' s actions if not a fully accurate one.
In one stirring episode, le Bel and Froissart related that the countess took up a sword. Finding herself besieged by Charles and Jeanne of Penthièvre at the castle of Hennebont, she rallied the women and children inside the town, urging them to tear the stones from the streets, to use as ammunition against the attacking men. 56 She climbed a tower to survey the situation and devised a plan to launch a counterattack. Armed and mounted on a warhorse, the countess led a small group of men behind the enemy forces and set fire to their poorly guarded camp. Aroused by the cries of the few guards, the attackers returned to pursue the countess, 54 who took off in flight, leading her foes on a fruitless chase away from the castle. She returned the next day, once again rallying her troops and townspeople, who held out until help arrived from the English.
Froissart followed this thrilling account with another depicting Jeanne with sword in hand. This time, Jeanne was sailing off the coast of England with the English hero Robert of Artois when the pair were caught in a naval battle with supporters of Charles of Blois and his wife. The countess, armed with a rusty yet sharp sword, acquitted herself well in the ensuing skirmish. 57 Froissart claimed that the engagement took place when Jeanne made a quick trip across the channel to beg aid from King Edward III. While the Chronique normande and Jean le Bel included this short diplomatic mission, without the seaside battle, le Bel added that he was reluctant to credit the shipboard battle because he did not believe he had credible evidence for the incident. 58 Note that he did not discredit the incident on the grounds that Jeanne was a woman, but because he did not have enough reliable sources.
As these various accounts from the five chronicles demonstrate, the chroniclers readily believed that Jeanne fully participated in warfare once her husband could no longer perform these duties. In le Bel' s and Froissart's chronicles, her full involvement was no doubt the more credible because she did not suddenly assume a completely unfamiliar role. Her prior practice advising on military affairs provided her with experience that the chroniclers (and presumably their audience) found convincing. The complete agreement by all five chronicles that she commanded forces cannot be dismissed as an entertainer's desire to provide a good story, for they all, whether for or against Jeanne's party, presented her activities matter-of-factly. Likewise, le Bel's and Froissart's willingness to believe that she could even have taken up arms gains credence when placed alongside earlier chronicle accounts of bellicose noblewomen in the eleventh through the thirteenth centuries. 59 This behavior, even if only occasional, was expected of noblewomen because they were already acting as lords and thus already militarily active in other ways.
The evidence for Jeanne' s assumption of her husband' s political duties, less flashy than the feats of derring-do that fill the chronicles, rests on firmer ground: diplomatic documents, such as letters and treaties passed between Jeanne, the kings Edward III and Philip VI, and Charles of Blois. In the political realm, Jeanne dealt with external (i.e., nondomestic) authorities, a role that her contemporaries accepted without question, suggesting that she may not have been as inactive in this sphere before her husband's capture as previously thought.
The first document to include Jeanne in the war was the treaty between her husband, John, and their opponent, Charles of Blois, enacted as a result of John' s defeat at Nantes in November 1341. John agreed to a truce and to submit himself and his claims on the duchy to Philip VI. "Item," the document reads, "in the case that within the octave of the upcoming Brandons [February 17] the said countess [Jeanne of Montfort] and children do not come to complete these said things, the king will go and will proceed so that it will appear not to contravene the said treaty." 60 This clause acknowledges Jeanne's authority in the matter of a truce, an authority that Philip, for one, recognized for he sent a follow-up request to Jeanne by February 24 (apparently she had not complied with her husband's treaty by then). Jeanne issued a reply the same day, placing all her towns and castles in Philip' s hands so that he could render a legal judgment on the duchy and appending her seal. 61 Five days later, also at the behest of Philip, Jeanne agreed to a truce with Charles of Blois to last until April 15. 62 As with her response to Philip directly, Jeanne issued this document in her own name and explained that she had appended her great seal, as well as the seals of Tanguy of Chastel (her captain of the city of Brest, where the negotiations took place) and Henry of Ker (described as her bachelor), to lend authority to this act. These seals by Tanguy of Chastel and Henry of Ker hint at Philip' s attempts to wrap up the Breton concerns by winning over the Montforts' supporters without Jeanne, but these adherents proved reluctant to abandon the Montforts' cause. In January 1342, a month after securing John of Montfort at the Louvre in Paris, King Philip VI offered a remission to several of Montfort' s more important supporters, including Tanguy of Chastel and Henry of Ker. 63 In return for the remission, Philip required these supporters to pay homage to Charles of Blois as duke of Brittany and to make an oath of fidelity to Philip. 64 Apparently no one took him up on the deal, for Philip sent Henry of Malestroit to repeat the offer on February 1. 65 By the end of the month, Henry of Malestroit was in Brest communicating Philip' s requests to Jeanne; this is when she agreed to place her castles and towns in Philip' s hands. Philip had tried to work directly with Tanguy of Chastel and Henry of Ker, who were among those named in his offers of remission, and Henry of Malestroit recorded that he made Philip' s requests for peace directly to the two of them as well as to Jeanne. While Philip may have hoped that Tanguy and Henry of Ker would work on their own initiative to exclude Jeanne, these two announced their subordination to Jeanne in a letter they attached to Jeanne's agreement with Philip, calling her "our very dear and redoubtable lord (dame) my lady of Brittany and of Montfort" and taking care to "agree and assent" to the accord made by Jeanne rather than term their agreement with Philip as an action undertaken under their own aegis. 66 Five days later, Tanguy did write to Philip, excusing his fighting in Brittany as efforts to defend against the attacks of Charles and not an expression of treasonable activities, but the next day, when Jeanne sealed her truce with Charles, Tanguy and Henry of Ker appended their seals, signaling their acceptance of her authority to make these kinds of decisions and their willingness to abide by her treaties. 67 The support rendered to Jeanne by the Breton nobles no doubt undergirded her lordly authority and thus the willingness of external authorities to deal with her as one of their own. The fact that Bretons rallied to her attests to their confidence in her ability to govern well, a conviction they would not have held had they not already been accustomed to viewing her as one of their lords who had proven her abilities even before her husband's capture. The reasons for the barons' adherence were, no doubt, complex. Perhaps Duke John III really had reconciled with his younger half brother, Montfort, before his death. Perhaps Charles of Blois' s close relationship with Philip VI, as the king' s nephew, rendered his and Jeanne of Penthièvre' s cause distasteful to the notoriously independent-minded Bretons. More likely, however, the Montfort barons, almost all of whom hailed from the lower strata of Breton nobility, viewed the civil war as an opportunity for advancement. Nevertheless, and significantly, after John of Montfort's surrender, the adherents of the Montfort party did not desert Jeanne, indicating that they were accustomed to viewing her as a viable lord.
The chroniclers, too, presented Jeanne as a lord who commanded the enduring loyalty of her vassals. In addition to the men who carried out her commands to reinforce fortifications, provision towns, and attack the Blois/Penthièvre party, the Montfort allies of the chronicles held firm to Jeanne. Le Bel and Froissart recorded the loyalty of the captain of Rennes, Sir William of Cadoudal, who refused to join Charles of Blois when the citizens of Rennes surrendered the city, preferring instead to join forces with Jeanne of Montfort at Hennebont. 68 The two chroni- clers recorded similar stories in the cities of Auray, Vannes, Dinan, and others, in which the nobles either escaped to join Jeanne at Hennebont or died in the defense of a town they held for Jeanne. 69 When these nobles left their own towns for greater security, they chose to rally to Jeanne's side, demonstrating their trust in her as a leader.
While Philip and Charles were negotiating with Jeanne and attempting to win over her adherents, Edward III maintained relations with John, who was under house arrest in Paris by the end of December 1341. On February 2, Edward sought an agreement with John to allow for trade between their merchants, and on February 20, Edward granted John the Richmond lands in England (once again) in recognition of John' s resistance against Edward' s adversary, Philip. 70 By March, Edward too dealt directly with Jeanne and one of her men, this time Amaury of Clisson, who was both empowered as the tutor and guardian of the Montfort heir and was present in England. On March 10, Edward acknowledged receipt of a "loan" of 1,000 pounds from Jeanne and Amaury, and Amaury officially placed the lands of Brittany in Edward's hands, a move that reveals that Jeanne's similar agreement with Philip less than two weeks prior was a brilliant maneuver to stall for time. 71 Even though Amaury transferred the control of Brittany to Edward in his capacity as tutor and guardian, Edward viewed the act as authorized by both Amaury and Jeanne, as he made clear in his July 20 instructions to his chief of Breton affairs, William of Bohun, when Edward repeatedly referenced "the agreements" made by Amaury and Jeanne. 72 Just as John of Montfort's lordship incorporated the efforts of his wife, Jeanne' s lordship incorporated loyal men, whose work should be viewed as part of complementary lordship rather than as the true basis of power behind a female figurehead.
Edward took longer to arrive than expected (though two English expeditions preceded him), and Jeanne found herself besieged that summer of 1342 at Hennebont castle, from which she allegedly made her daring sortie. When Edward finally arrived in October, Jeanne joined him and his army, signed an alliance with him that detailed the marriage between her son and one of his daughters, and returned with Edward to England in March 1343. 73 At no point in his Breton correspondence did Edward express either surprise or hesitation about dealing with a woman on such matters as warfare or political alliances.
Jeanne's position as a major Breton lord was not lost on external authorities. For example, the Charles of Blois depicted in these chronicles certainly recognized the importance of Jeanne: after taking the city of Rennes and gaining the fealty of the bourgeois there, Charles's "lords advised him which part he would go to next to best achieve their goal. The council decided that they should go to Hennebont, where the countess was, since the count was in prison; if they could take the castle and the countess, the war would be finished." 74 In noting that John of Montfort was currently in prison and that they still needed to defeat Jeanne, Charles and his leading men recognized that the countess held the position of leader of the Montfortist party. Likewise, in January 1343, when Edward and Philip signed a three-year truce, Jeanne and her son and daughter accompanied Edward back to England. Edward continued to treat Jeanne as an important ally: royal accounts show he paid her debts to London merchants while he extracted authorization to collect taxes in Brittany to help finance English forces there. 75 Relations changed drastically in December 1343, when Edward removed Jeanne's 73. BNF français 22362 f. 14 r-v. 74. "Les seigneurs se conseillerent quelle part ilz iroient pour mielx achever la besongne. Le conseil à ce se tourna que on alast devant Hainebon, où la contesse estoit, puisque le conte estoit en prison; s'ilz pouoient prendre le chastel et la contesse, la guerre seroit finée." le Bel, Chronique, 1: chap. 54, 307. "Messires Charle eut conseil quèle il se poroit traire à toute son host, pour mieulz avant esploitier de reconquerre le remanant. Li consaulz se tourna à çou que il se traisist par devers Hembon, là où la contesse de Montfort estoit; car, puis que li sires estoit en prison, s'il pooit prendre le ville, le chastiel et le contesse, il aroit tost sa guerre afinée," Froissart, Chroniques, 2:142.
75. Reprinted in La Borderie and Pocquet, Histoire de Bretagne, 3:488; Rymer, Foedera, 331-32.
children from her care, enforced his right to collect Breton taxes, and moved Jeanne to Tickhill to be held under house arrest. 76 The move makes sense only if Edward regarded her as a powerful figure who had a mind of her own. 77 Meanwhile, the Breton Montfortists held true to her party for another year, when Philip offered pardon again. Only then did they submit, perhaps recognizing that Jeanne would never again regain freedom. 78 Their long refusal to join with the French most likely owes a great deal to the strong Breton desire to maintain their semi-independence from the French crown, and English aid in the form of troops and money helped make their opposition possible. 79 Yet the devotion the Bretons retained for both Montforts continued even after their disappearance from Brittany. John of Montfort escaped Parisian arrest in 1345, so he once again became the rallying point for his party, but he died before the summer ended. Two years later, in 1347, some Bretons appear to have attempted to break Jeanne out of her English house arrest, but the attempt failed and ended with her appearance in a judicial court in England. 80 Adding the flurry of documents that passed between Jeanne and the two kings after the incarceration of her husband to the depiction already painted by the two chroniclers, a picture emerges of a woman very much involved in the warfare that had engulfed Brittany. In the absence of her husband, she managed to maintain not only the lordship of the couple' s lands, but also a claim to a title and greater lordship. The chroniclers' depictions of Jeanne both with and without her husband show that contemporaries understood that noblewomen had agency 76 within lordship, even when their husbands were present and even in military affairs. Jeanne may have been constrained by the patriarchy inherent in the lordship system in that she became more visible and more active in the physical sense only in the absence of her husband, but we must take care not to overstate the limitations on noblewomen.
Shared Rulership with Inheritance: Jeanne of Penthièvre
Unlike Jeanne of Montfort, Jeanne of Penthièvre was a sole heiress, lord of the sizeable Penthièvre lands within the duchy of Brittany as well as (perhaps) of the duchy itself. Nonetheless, this Jeanne fits the same pattern laid out above: the chronicles and her charters show that she remained active in the duchy during her marriage, both when the couple lived together and when her husband, Charles, like John of Montfort, was captured; she participated actively in military matters and political affairs; and she expanded her political and military activities during her husband's capture and imprisonment to assume those previously performed solely by him. Jeanne's status as sole heiress provides an opportunity to investigate the origins of her authority. Some scholars have pointed out that the increasing use of primogeniture in northern Europe created a system in which women who had no brothers could gain political authority, allowing them either to exercise power for themselves or to transmit the authority to their husbands and sons. 81 As the only child of Duke John III's full brother, Jeanne of Penthièvre, rather than her husband, carried the claim to the duchy, a fact contemporaries took pains to note. Blois argued that he should be duke because the duchy belonged to his wife, 82 an argument that Philip VI repeated and acknowledged in his judgment of the case. 83 Similarly, the Chronique normande related that Charles asked the king to recognize his wife Jeanne as the heir and that Philip acquiesced; that is, he named Jeanne and not Charles as heir. 84 Le Bel and Froissart made this case too, noting explicitly at several points throughout their chronicles, even after the discussion of the legal suit, that Charles' s right to the duchy of Brittany came from Jeanne. 85 Further illustrating this point, Jeanne created official charters granting Charles rights to portions of her lands. 86 Even though Philip VI had legitimized Charles' s position as the rightful duke within five months of the previous duke's death, contemporaries understood Jeanne as the true repository of ducal authority, otherwise why would she bother to officially grant him land and authority? Unlike Jeanne of Montfort, who married into her position in the noble couple, Jeanne of Penthièvre provided the lordly authority for her marriage unit. Charles, then, gained his position as (possible) lord of Brittany the same way Jeanne of Montfort did: through marriage.
A perusal of the acts left behind by Jeanne and Charles demonstrates that Jeanne, rather than a mere transmitter of authority, was an active participant in a shared form of governance. No documents from the couple survive from before the war began; from 1341 to 1347, however, when the English captured Charles, seventy-eight letters survive (table 1) . When viewed as a bloc, the numbers are not too favorable for Jeanne: eight sole and fifteen joint letters, for a total of twenty-three out of seventy-eight, or 30%. A re-examination though reveals much more active participation prior to the summer of 1344: five of the sole letters and nine of the joint, for a total of sixteen documents out of twenty-four, or 67%. By July 1344, the date of their last joint act from this period, Jeanne was three months pregnant with their first child, who The contents of the couple's official letters reveal that Charles expanded his activities after Jeanne's pregnancy, much as Jeanne of Montfort had expanded her activities after her husband's capture and incarceration. Nonetheless, Jeanne of Penthièvre did retain a role in the leadership of her duchy. Before summer 1344, Charles's solo acts consisted of letters to the pope and acknowledgements of shipments of weapons and men-at-arms sent by King Philip VI; as with the Montforts, the male in the couple conducted external political relations when the couple was together. After summer 1344, Charles took on a greater range of activities, but he never granted lands or money without Jeanne' s approval (65,76). Additionally, he sought her approval for loans as well (57, 58, 62). Even though Jeanne did not participate actively in many of the day-to-day affairs, she did continue to participate in the rulership of the duchy, particularly in financial business, and there is a hint that she may have been the one to administer justice: in April 1344, the Parlement of Paris sent a case back to the court of the Duchess of Brittany (26). Perhaps her more stable location, in contrast to her husband' s hectic itinerary of sieges, suited her better for these particular tasks, leaving Charles free to pursue external relations and physical fighting. This division of labor undertaken by this couple between 1341 and 1347 suggests that they fully understood their work as shared governance. When one member was "incapacitated"-here by motherhood, later by capture-the other took over more duties formerly performed either together or by his or her spouse.
The letters' contents also reveal Jeanne's involvement even in matters of war and politics prior to her husband's capture whether before or during motherhood. She and Charles made several joint awards to people who had served them well during the civil war. For example, on February 20, 1342, they gave a city to Etienne Gouyon, sire of Matignon, for his "help and advice in defending the duchy," (4) and on June 5, 1342, they gave John, sire of Montgeroul, rights to high and middle justice for his "good and agreeable service" (7). Later that month, they jointly issued a charter from "the tents before Hennebont," the castle from which Jeanne of Montfort allegedly made her daring sortie (8). As well as proving that Jeanne of Penthièvre was so involved in the war that she attended sieges, the contents of this last charter furnish more evidence of her interest in the war. As a reward for his service, Charles and Jeanne confirmed Antoine Doria' s rights to his own lands and gave him rights to the lands forfeited by a Montfort supporter. Since neither Doria nor Charles and Jeanne actually possessed these lands, the act implicitly encouraged Doria to win them. Jeanne issued the charter with her husband, indicating her involvement in matters of strategy. After her pregnancy, too, Jeanne continued her involvement in war, as when Charles sent her some captured spies in 1346 (84).
The chroniclers also indicated, sometimes indirectly, that Jeanne participated in the war alongside her husband. For example, le Bel and Froissart recorded Charles' s siege of Carhaix in 1342 and his subsequent use of the town as a base of operations around the times of his siege of Hennebont. 88 Jeanne and Charles signed the joint gift to John, sire of Montgeroul from Carhaix on June 5, 1342, the month before their joint gift to Antoine Doria in the tents before Hennebont, suggesting that she accompanied him on sieges for an extended period of time. 89 Froissart described her involvement more directly when the couple were reunited after Charles' s release from incarceration in England. Froissart included her in the pre-battle discussion at Auray in 1364, the decisive battle for the civil war as it ended in the death of Charles of Blois. Before Blois set out with his troops, Froissart depicted him receiving homage from diverse lords. As he was about to leave, Jeanne entreated him to disregard any type of overture for peace; for too long, Montfort had claimed her inheritance, and thus Charles's, and he must see the war through to the end. 90 Like Jeanne of Montfort, Jeanne of Penthièvre acted as a primary advisor and strategist for her party.
Also like Jeanne of Montfort before her, Jeanne of Penthièvre took up the reins of her party when her husband was captured and imprisoned in 1347. Charles and the adherents to the Blois/Penthièvre party trusted Jeanne's ability to act as lord, not just because the claim to the duchy came through her, but also because she had proven herself by attending sieges, cosigning charters with military implications, and presiding over courts of high justice. Jeanne drew on this experience to carry on the war in his absence, expanding her duties as a strategist, advisor, and lord of the Blois/Penthièvre cause. In August 1347, she appointed her faithful ally Antoine Doria as the captain of the important town of La RocheDerrien (94). On January 31, 1348, she instructed the city of Nantes on how to garrison itself, ordering that the city should have "twenty-five men-at-arms, including the captain, five of whom were to guard the New Tower" and "one hundred crossbowmen." She went on to detail the 2:160 and 169-70.
89. Some scholars have expressed the opinion that she played a much larger role in the events that transpired. See Jones, "The Breton Civil War," 70. pay for these soldiers, wartime taxes, and war machines to protect the town (98). In June, she made Alain Guillemot the castellan of Touffou to compensate for the "losses and damages" he and his family suffered because of the wars (106).
As with Jeanne of Montfort, the chronicles provide evidence that Jeanne of Penthièvre fought. Jean le Bel includes very little about this Jeanne, and Froissart followed suit in his first redaction. When her husband is imprisoned, the Penthièvre of the first redaction merely "takes the war with a great will. Thus was the war between those two women." 91 In his third redaction, however, he expanded this Jeanne's role, perhaps for dramatic balance or perhaps due to his increased knowledge of Breton affairs once a relative of Jeanne of Penthièvre's became one of his patrons. 92 In this last redaction, Penthièvre "held the bridle to the teeth and showed the courage of a man and of a lion." 93 She became much more voluble in the last version, holding her sons up to her remaining allies and calling out, "See my sons and heirs. As their father has done well for you, I and the child will do still better for you." 94 Froissart declared in sum that "she waged as good and strong a war against the Countess of Montfort and her people as had my lord Charles, her husband, and his people before." 95 Apparently her actions convinced Philip VI, for according to Froissart, the king sent even more troops to support "his cousin" (sa cousine in the feminine form) in Brittany. 96 Jeanne of Penthièvre also demonstrated knowledge of the current political situation in the world outside her own duchy and kinship network and a willingness to manipulate it for her own ends, thus taking on these duties as well. Charles was a captive for nine years, though Edward III allowed him to make two short trips to Brittany to set his affairs in order. Jeanne, though, never ceased working for his definitive release. She wrote several times to the pope, requesting his aid in persuading Edward to liberate her husband, and she even managed to interest Edward in negotiations, suspiciously also involving a marriage between one of his daughters and one of her sons. 97 Charles also continued to negotiate for his own release with Edward and to write to the pope during his captivity. If Jeanne were merely acting on her husband' s behalf while he was absent, then her letters would have been redundant and unnecessary. Instead, they were received and recorded by important heads of state.
In the end, young John of Montfort, Jeanne's son who accompanied her with Edward III back to England, won the Breton Civil War with Edward's help. Froissart noted that when the French king recognized the young Montfort as the duke of Brittany, he advised the new duke to remember the "old" duchess, Jeanne of Penthièvre, who received a large monetary settlement and retained the title "duchess" for life. 98 Even defeat in war could not eradicate her authority.
Conclusion
The "War of the Two Jeannes" offers much more than an opportunity to recount a fascinating story of two exceptional women. Both Jeannes actively participated in political and military affairs before and after their husbands disappeared from the scene. More importantly, their contemporaries never commented on these women as unusual; the evidence from the chronicles and the letters by the women and kings does not explain away the Jeannes' involvement so much as display the women running affairs as if it was perfectly natural and accepted. This participation makes sense if we view the women as part of a lordship unit, the ducal couple that reigned over a duchy. Such a perspective avoids the question of the origins of a noblewoman' s authority. As part of a lordship unit, the root of the authority could lie with the woman as sole heiress (as it did for Jeanne of Penthièvre) or with the male heir (as it did for John of Montfort). The key is that the authority was bestowed on both members of the lordship couple. In this way a wife did not "borrow" authority from her husband so much as act for a united couple, even when the couple was not physically together.
This is not to argue that fourteenth-century French society did not reserve different roles for men and women of the same social station, for of course they did, but rather that the different roles did not necessarily exclude women from certain spheres of action that modern scholars have falsely deemed "masculine." When both parties of the Montfort and Blois/Penthièvre couples were present, the husbands and the wives both participated in warfare and politics. John and Charles tended to take over external communications and the physical leadership of forces, while the Jeannes advised their husbands and approved of political alliances and military maneuvers. This active involvement in the political and military affairs of the duchy prepared the women to take over after the capture of their husbands. The Jeannes were already up-to-date on the stages of the war and the status of potential allies and enemies. In good times, the women did indeed have different roles to play than the men, but their roles did not exclude them from the spheres of politics and warfare.
The necessarily personal relationship between a nobleman and his wife meant that the nobleman had ample opportunity to learn of his wife's political acumen and skill. He may have come to rely on her in ways that the sources simply do not reveal, or he may not have, for the sources do not say. The nobleman's choice of a wife as his proxy during his absences, however, should be read as evidence that the wife had participated in politics before his absence, for surely, a lord would not
